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We show that Kerr beam self-cleaning results from parametric mode mixing instabilities that generate
a number of nonlinearly interacting modes with randomized phases—optical wave turbulence, followed by
a direct and inverse cascade towards high mode numbers and condensation into the fundamental mode,
respectively. This optical self-organization effect is an analogue to wave condensation that is well known in
hydrodynamic 2D turbulence.
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Spatiotemporal light beam dynamics in multimode
optical fibers (MMFs) has emerged in recent years as a
fertile research domain in nonlinear optics [1,2]. Intriguing
spatiotemporal wave propagation phenomena such as
multimode optical solitons [3] and parametric instabilities
leading to ultra-wideband sideband series [4], although
predicted quite a long time ago, have only been exper-
imentally observed in MMFs in the last few years [1,2,5,6].
It is well known that linear wave propagation in MMFs is

affected by random mode coupling, which leads to highly
irregular speckled intensity patterns at the fiber output, even
when the fiber is excited with a high quality, diffraction
limited input beam. Recent experiments [6–9] have sur-
prisingly discovered that the intensity dependent contribu-
tion to the refractive index, or Kerr effect, has the capacity
to counteract such randommode coupling in a graded index
(GRIN) MMF, leading to the formation of a highly robust
nonlinear beam. The self-cleaned beam at the fiber output
has a size that is close to the fundamental mode of the
MMF, and sits on a background of higher-order modes
(HOMs). Typically, spatial self-cleaning is observed in
several meters of GRIN MMF at threshold power levels
of the order of few kWs, orders of magnitude lower
than the value for catastrophic self-focusing. Moreover,

self-cleaning is most easily observed in a quasicontinuous
wave propagation regime (i.e., by using subnanosecond
pulses), so that dispersive effects can be neglected [6,7,
9–11]. In such a regime, nonlinear mode coupling is the
sole mechanism responsible for the self-cleaning of the
transverse spatial beam profile at the fiber output [12]. So
far, although different tentative explanations have been
provided [7,9,13,14], the physical mechanism leading to
Kerr beam cleaning remains an open issue.
In this Letter, we introduce a new concept, solving this

critical outstanding problem. We experimentally demon-
strate that spatial beam self-cleaning in MMFs is fully
analogous to hydrodynamic 2D turbulence, where a large-
scale condensate (e.g., a hurricane, Jupiter’s red spot, etc.)
results from parametric instabilities leading to a spatial
mode redistribution process. As first outlined by Kraichnan
[15,16], the key ingredient of hydrodynamic 2D (as
opposed to Kolmogorov’s 3D) turbulence is the simulta-
neous presence of a direct energy cascade towards high
wave numbers, accompanied by the inverse cascade
towards low wave numbers and, ultimately, the condensate.
Crucially, both direct and inverse energy cascades concur in
conserving the average mode number throughout the whole
process of development of the 2D turbulence. This is
counterintuitive, as the occurrence of condensation (or
beam-self-cleaning) would lead one to expect a significant
reduction of the average mode number. We present, we
believe for the first time, a direct experimental demon-
stration of the conservation of the average mode number in
the process of spatial beam cleaning. By linking the
phenomenology of hydrodynamic turbulence in 2D fluids
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to that of transverse nonlinear optics in multimode fibers,
we provide a fascinating connection that will be of special
appeal to a wide physics community. Moreover, cross
fertilization from the hydrodynamic approach and complex
transverse spatial pattern formation in multimode optical
fibers will pave the way for substantial progress in this
emerging field of research, and could shed new light on
other phenomena, such as spatial mode cleaning of beam
filamentation in air [17,18].
The equation for the field amplitude E ¼ Aðz; r⃗Þ×

expðiωt − ikzÞ in a GRIN fiber [with refractive index
nðz; r⃗Þ ¼ n0

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1 − Δ2r2

p
þ n2I þ δnðz; r⃗Þ] reads as

− 2ik
dA
dz

þ d2A
dr⃗2

− k2Δ2r2A

¼ −2k2ðn2=n0ÞjAj2A −
d2A
dz2

− k2½2δnðz; r⃗Þ=n0�A; ð1Þ

where Δ is the mode spacing, k ¼ 2πn0=λ is the wave
vector, and λ is the wavelength. Terms in the right-hand
side denote nonlinearity, angular dispersion, and random
refractive index fluctuations. jAj2 ¼ I is the intensity of the
light beam, and all terms in the right-hand side are
supposed to be small. Let us introduce the following
dimensionless and normalized variables

ρ⃗ ¼ r⃗=r0; r0 ¼ 1=
ffiffiffiffiffiffi
kΔ

p
; ζ ¼ zΔ;

δðz; r⃗Þ ¼ ½2kδnðz; r⃗Þ=Δn0�; A ¼ Ψ
ffiffiffiffi
P

p

r0
;

p ¼
Z

jAj2d2r⃗=Psf ¼ ðP=PsfÞ
Z

jΨj2dρ⃗2 ¼ ðP=PsfÞ;

where Psf ¼ n0=2n2k2 ≃ 1MW is the power threshold for
catastrophic self-focusing. The equation for the normalized
envelope Ψ reads as

2i
dΨ
dζ

¼ d2Ψ
dρ⃗2

− ρ2ΨþD
d2Ψ
dζ2

þ pjΨj2Ψþ δðz; r⃗ÞΨ; ð2Þ

where D ¼ Δ=k ¼ λ=2LB ≪ 1 is the angular dispersion
coefficient. The normalized field envelope reads as

Ψðζ; ρ⃗Þ ¼
X∞
m;p¼0

Bp;mðζÞUp;mðρ⃗Þeiðnþ1Þζ; ð3Þ

where

Up;mðρ⃗Þ ¼ Np;mρ
jmjLjmj

p ðρ2Þe−ρ2=2eimϕ:

HereLjmj
p areLaguerre polynomials,Up;mðρ⃗Þ—normalized

on unity transversal eigenmode, Np;m—normalized coeffi-
cient, and n ¼ 2pþ jmj. By inserting Eq. (3) into Eq. (2),
one obtains equations for the complex amplitudes Bp;m.

After keeping only resonant four-wave mixing (FWM)
terms, which do not rapidly oscillate with a beat length
z ¼ LB ¼ π=Δ, one obtains

2i
dBp;mðζÞ

dζ

≡Dðnþ 1Þ2Bp;m

þ p
X

mþm1¼m2þm3

X
pþp1¼p2þp3

fm;m1;m2;m3
p;p1;p2;p3

B�
p1;m1

Bp2;m2
Bp3;m3

þ
X
m1;p1

Cn
m;m1

ðζÞBp1;m1
δð2p1 þ jm1j − 2p − jmjÞ: ð4Þ

An important physical insight into the mechanism for
Kerr beam self-cleaning can be gained by neglecting random
linear mode coupling, and truncating the coupled-mode
equations (4) to the first three transversal modes only [19],
including the fundamental mode [i.e., we set m ¼ 0,
p ¼ 0, 1, 2 in Eq. (4)]. Let us define Ap ≡ Bp;0, where
Ai ≡ ffiffiffiffi

Ii
p

expðiϕiÞði ¼ 0; 1; 2Þ. One obtains the conser-
vation laws I0 þ I1 þ I2 ¼ 1, and I0 − I2 ≡ α ¼ const,
which provide the relations I0;2ðζÞ ¼ ð1 − η� αÞ=2, where
I1ðζÞ≡ η < 1.
From the truncated mode amplitude equations [see

Eqs. (1) of the Supplemental Material [20]], we obtain
evolution equations for the normalized power η of the
intermediate transversal mode with ðm ¼ 0; p ¼ 1Þ and the
phase θ ¼ ϕ0 þ ϕ2 − 2ϕ1 in compact Hamiltonian form

dη
dξ

¼ dH
dθ

;
dθ
dξ

¼ −
dH
dη

; ð5Þ

where H ¼ HT cosðθÞ þHS, HT ¼ η
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
ð1 − ηÞ2 − α2

p
,

HS ¼ ðq − K1Þηþ K2η
2, ξ ¼ pζ=8, and q ¼ 32Dπ=p,

with constant coefficients K1 and K2 as defined in the
Supplemental Material [20]. Equations (5) have saddle
points ηe ¼ 1 − jαj and ηe ¼ 0 at large q. In the linear limit
(i.e., for p ≪ D, or sufficiently large q), the linear wave
vector mismatch suppresses the FWM-induced energy
exchange between transversal modes.
A bifurcation of the saddle points occurs when new

maximum (or minimum) of Hðθ; ηÞ appears on the phase
diagram. Namely, when dH=dθ ¼ 0, and dH=dη ¼ 0. For
the detailed discussion of the bifurcation conditions of the
saddle points, again we refer to the Supplemental Material
[20]. The consequence of the parametric instability in the
dynamics of the spatial mode coupling process can be
easily visualized with the help of phase plane portraits (i.e.,
constant level curves of the HamiltonianH) of the solutions
of Eqs. (5), as illustrated in Fig. 1. As can be seen, when
diffraction dominates over FWM (e.g., when q ¼ 4), the
modes virtually do not exchange energy but only experi-
ence a relative phase rotation. On the other hand, at high
input power p, (e.g., with q ¼ 0.5), the intermediate mode
with ðm ¼ 0; n ¼ 1Þ can get fully depleted. Moreover, a
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separatrix trajectory (with q ¼ q1crit ¼ 1þ K1 − 2K2)
divides the phase plane in two regions with an opposite
sense of rotation of the phase θ. The separatrix emanates
from the saddle point (outer circle, points with η ¼ 1) and
reaches values of η ≃ 0 before asymptotically (i.e., for
large distances) returning to the outer circle. In real world
quantities, the threshold for spatial beam cleaning is
p ¼ 32πD=q1crit, or P ¼ 32πPsfλ=2n0q1critLB ∼ 10 kW.
Parametric instability leads to a strong dependence of

the spatial mode coupling process upon the input beam
launching conditions into the MMF. Figure 1 shows that in
linear conditions (i.e., with q ¼ 4) there are only small
intensity oscillations of the fundamental mode as the input
conditions are changed. Whereas in the presence of the
parametric instability (see Fig. 1, with q ¼ 0.5), there is a
divergence of the flux of energy in and out of the
fundamental mode, whenever input conditions are slightly
modified. In addition, the analysis of solutions of Eqs. (5)
shows that self-cleaning should be accompanied by
depletion of the intermediate mode, so that energy flows
into both the fundamental and the high-order mode (see
discussion of Fig. 2 of the Supplemental Material [20]
for details).
This behavior can be extended to any triplets of modes,

say A0, A2, A4 or A1, A2, A3. If the amplitude of the mode
with largest wave number is small, its intensity will be
increased during the propagation in a GRIN fiber, alongside
the increase of amplitude of the mode with the smallest
wave number. This results in a transfer of energy to
transversal modes with large wave numbers, together with
the accumulation of energy in the mode with the smallest
wave number (fundamental mode). When taking into
account the conservation laws,

X∞
n¼0

fn ¼ 1; fn ¼
X
p;m

jBp;mj2δðn − 2p − jmjÞ;

X∞
n¼0

nfn ¼ n̄ ¼ const; ð6Þ

one obtains that if the amplitude of modes with the largest
wave number is increased, this means that the amplitude of
modes with intermediate wave numbers should decrease.
At the same time, the fundamental mode intensity must also
grow. In the process, the average mode number is con-
served, as predicted by Eqs. (6). This conservation also
occurs in the presence of random mode coupling, as long as
its spatial correlation length is much longer than the self-
imaging period (≃0.6 mm, [6]) in the GRIN fiber. The
situation is fully analogous to that of 2D turbulence, which
exhibits two conservation laws: energy E ¼ P

vV⃗
2
k, and

helicity H ¼ P
vk⃗

2V⃗2
k. In hydrodynamic 2D turbulence, a

direct cascade of helicity to large mode numbers (viscous
range) is accompanied by the inverse cascade of energy to
the fundamental mode (condensate). At the end of the
FWM cascade process, one should see the emergence of
two spatial scales in the output beam: a condensate (very
narrow fundamental mode) and a bottom layer (large
number of HOMs with small amplitude), as it was predicted
by a statistical study of Aschieri et al. [13].
To confirm our analytical treatment, we performed

numerical simulations based on the coupled-mode model
(4). The nonlinear coupling coefficients fm;m1;m2;m3

p;p1;p2;p3
were

determined by direct numerical calculation of the corre-
sponding overlap integrals. Coefficients Cm;m1

p;p1
correspond

to random linear coupling between spatial modes with
equal numbers n ¼ n1. In order to preserve the total
power, it is necessary that the matrix C ¼ fCm;m1

p;p1
g be

Hermitian. We consider that only modes with the same
mode numbers n are linearly coupled, and that each

-1 0 1
cos( )

-1

-0.5

0

0.5

1
si

n(
)

-1 0 1
cos( )
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FIG. 1. Phase plane portraits for q ¼ 4 and q ¼ 0.5, with
α ¼ 0.

FIG. 2. Evolution of mode intensities with fiber length at low
(P ¼ 20 W, left) and high (P ¼ 3 kW, right) beam powers for
15 μm (a),(b) and 30 μm (c),(d) input beam radius. Insets—
corresponding output intensity pattern.
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element of the matrix C is normally distributed with zero
mean and varies randomly during propagation along the
fiber with a correlation length of 10 cm. As the initial data,
a Gaussian beam of a certain radius was used, which was
decomposed into modes, thereby setting the initial modal
power distribution. In our simulations, we only consider
spatial modes with mode number n ≤ 16 (153 modes
in total).
In Fig. 2(a) we compare the evolution with distance

along the fiber of the power in different fiber modes. In
quasilinear conditions (input beam power 20 W, Fig. 2(a)
for 15 μm beam radius), there is no power exchange
between the fundamental mode (solid red curve) and
HOMs. However, random mode coupling occurs among
all modes except for the fundamental, which leads to an
irregular output intensity pattern (top right panel). Whereas
for beam powers above the self-cleaning threshold [beam
power P ¼ 3 kW, Figs. 2(b)], parametric instability first
increases the power fraction of the fundamental mode up to
about 70% (from 55%) within the first meter of fiber. Next,
a continuous energy flow towards HOMs leads to nearly
full depletion of intermediate LOMs along the fiber. These
properties are better clarified by plotting the corresponding
spectra of modal intensities (energy) and of all mode
numbers (helicity), respectively, as shown in Fig. 3. As
can be seen, above the threshold for spatial beam cleaning
(P ¼ 3 kW), the LOMs get depleted, and energy flows
towards the fundamental mode (inverse cascade) and the
HOMs (direct cascade). For a larger beam (30 μm) the
effect of self-cleaning becomes much weaker [Figs. 2(c)
and 2(d)].
In our experiments, we have verified the analytically and

numerically predicted strong sensitivity, induced by the
presence of a parametric instability, of beam self-cleaning
upon variations of the input beam launching conditions
(e.g., the input beam size, or the number of initially excited
modes). We launched into a 10-m-long MMF laser pulse
from aQ-switched microchip Nd:YAG laser (Standa model
STA-01-7), with a duration of 0.6 ns at the wavelength
of 1064 nm. Using a 62.5 μm core GRIN fiber, in com-
bination with a beam expander (Standa model 10BE03

diffraction-limited Galilean type beam expander) that
allowed us for a continuous change of the input beam
radius from 15 to 32 μm, we found that both the establish-
ment and the stability of the self-cleaning effect are
strongly dependent of the initial beam parameters, as our
theory predicts.
A critical parameter for the observation of stable self-

cleaning is the beam size at the fiber input. For an input
transverse beam size which is much larger than the
diameter of the fundamental mode of the GRIN MMF
leads to huge coupling losses, as too many HOMs are
excited. When the input beam size is small enough, one
excites a beam close to the fundamental mode of the fiber
(of ∼10 μm radius). Under such conditions, the output
beam maintains a good quality, almost independently
of power. The most interesting case corresponds to an
intermediate beam size, which is close to the condition for
optimal energy coupling into the MMF, and still it remains
substantially larger than the fundamental mode. In Fig. 4
we illustrate typical cases for the power dependence of the
output beam intensity pattern from the GRINMMF. As can
be seen, by increasing the input beam radius from 17 up to
30 μm (correspondingly, the beam coupling efficiency
drops from 90% to 55%) while keeping the output peak
power stable at 3 kW, the beam self-cleaning effect is
totally suppressed, in accordance with theoretical predic-
tions of Figs. 2(c) and 2(d). Whereas, for an input beam
radius between 15 and 17ð�1Þ μm, the speckled structure
observed at low powers transforms, at powers> 1 kW, into
a bright spot (Fig. 4) that is totally insensitive to fiber

FIG. 3. Evolution with fiber length of mode intensities fn and
helicities nfn at low (P ¼ 10 W) and high (P ¼ 3 kW) powers
for 15 μm beam radius.

FIG. 4. Experimental output intensity far field patterns for 17�
1 μm (top) and 30 μm (bottom) size input beams.
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deformations, and changes of the input beam polarization
state [7]. Here the input beam radius is measured at the
intensity level of 1=e2 from the peak.
Our main result is the experimental confirmation of the

conservation of the average mode number, as predicted
by Eqs. (6), in the process of beam self-cleaning. This
condition characterizes the simultaneous occurrence of
inverse and direct energy cascade in hydrodynamic 2D
turbulence [15,16]. In the experiment, we measure the
average mode number as

n̄þ 1 ¼ 1

2

�
SNF
S0NF

þ SFF
S0FF

�
¼

R
r2jAðrÞj2dr⃗þ R j∇⃗Aj2dr⃗

2
R jAðrÞj2dr⃗ ;

ð7Þ

where S0 is the area of the fundamental mode, whereas SNF,
SFF denote the beam area in near field and far field,
respectively. The S0 value in the near- and far-field was
calculated by using the ABCD matrix method, in order to
normalize integrals in the equation for the average mode
number. The theoretically calculated size of the fundamen-
tal mode for a 62.5 μm core GRIN fiber was used as initial
value. As a result, we were able to calculate the magni-
fication factor in both cases. In Fig. 5 we show the
measured dependence of the average mode number on
output peak power for the two cases of 17� 1 μm (top) and
30 μm (bottom) size input beams. As can be seen, the input
average mode number is conserved in all cases, in excellent
agreement with the theoretical values (solid curves).
Note that the total number of modes in the GRIN MMF
is equal to M ¼ ðnþ 1Þðnþ 2Þ=2. Therefore, our experi-
ments confirm that the mechanism of self-cleaning is
based on a mode redistribution from intermediate trans-
versal modes to the fundamental (inverse cascade), and to
higher-order ones (direct cascade), as in hydrodynamic 2D
turbulence. Such a behavior is associated with the presence
of a parametric spatial instability in the nonlinear mode
coupling process.

To summarize, we experimentally demonstrated that
beam self-cleaning in multimode optical fibers is a process
that conserves the average mode number, in spite of the
dramatic nonlinear change and self-organization into
the fundamental mode of the output intensity pattern.
The process of energy flow into the fundamental and
HOMs at the expense of modes with intermediate wave
numbers originates from a parametric instability, in analogy
with hydrodynamic 2D turbulence. These results provide
yet another demonstration of the parallelisms between
hydrodynamic and optical turbulence, and of the univer-
sality of mechanisms for spatial pattern generation in
different physical settings.
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